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“Relentlessly Confronting 
Lung Cancer, Together”  
If there is one thing that we learned last year, 

it is that we are stronger together – and we are 

relentless in our approach. Despite the ongoing 

pandemic, in 2021 we rallied our community and 

persevered with the expansion of vital services 

to meet the increased demand for information, 

support, and connection during an unprecedented 

year. Because of you, we did not miss a beat when 

our community needed us the most. Indeed, we 

were stronger together as evidenced by the many 

accomplishments that are shared in this report. 

Thank you for your generous support that made 

this vital work possible. 

We hit the ground running over the past year, 

continuing to innovate and effectively guide 

programs to meet our vision of doubling survival 

rates from 20% to 40% by 2025. 



Laurie Fenton Ambrose

Co-Founder, president & Ceo

Letter from our co-founders

Although we know that it has been and 

continues to be a challenging time, for the 

millions of Americans facing the risk of lung 

cancer there is good news. We are better 

prepared than ever before. We have better 

approaches to early detection, more effective 

treatments, more medical centers operating at 

the highest standards, and more community 

support. It is not just good news ‑— it is real 

and tangible hope.  

Over the next year, we will continue 

connecting our community to each other and 

providing lifesaving information and resources 

in that process. We will collect and leverage 

data generated at the patient and provider level 

to conduct multi‑site real world studies leading 

to early detection, treatment, and survivorship 

breakthroughs. We will address health care 

inequities among our most vulnerable and 

underserved communities so that no one is 

alone in understanding risk and screening, or 

managing a new diagnosis for better outcomes. 

And we will unite our outstanding community 

hospital network – and the heroes who work 

in them – into a growing national network of 

exceptional care to confront lung cancer that 

meets patients where they are.  

With your ongoing support, we will relentlessly 

confront lung cancer on every front, every 

day and always keep patients at the center 

of everything that we do. We look forward 

to working with you as we make lifesaving 

progress over the year ahead. 

Bonnie J. Addario
Co-Founder, Board Chair
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patient stories

“I choose life 

everyday.”

Hank Baskett, lung 

cancer patient
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patient stories

Hank Baskett was accompanying a friend to an appointment at the VA hospital in 
Amarillo, TX, when he figured that maybe he should see a doctor about his persistent, 
hacking cough. An X‑ray, an MRI, and a CAT scan followed. Then the doctor told the 
former U.S. Air Force chief master sergeant that he had lung cancer. After he drove home 
to Clovis, NM, and told his wife Judy, he called his kids.

That’s how, in 2011, Baskett’s lung cancer journey began. His son and former NFL wide 
receiver, Hank III, was in Los Angeles when he received a recommendation for his father’s 
treatment. Baskett was in the L.A. physician’s office within a week, learned that he had 
stage 4 lung cancer, and began chemotherapy.

“I flew out there every three weeks,” said Baskett. “After about six months, they didn’t see 
any progress, so they changed the chemotherapy treatment. Later, they said that was as 
far as they could go.” So he went home.

About a year later, Hank III was sponsoring a golf tournament in conjunction with the 
Addario Lung Cancer Foundation (now GO2 Foundation for Lung Cancer). Baskett 
attended, and he met GO2 Foundation Co‑founder Bonnie Addario, who helped set up an 
appointment for a second opinion.

The new physician performed comprehensive biomarker testing on Baskett’s tumor. He 
was diagnosed with ALK+ non‑small cell lung cancer—a mutation the first medical team 
had missed. The good news? There’s a targeted therapy. He entered the clinical trial that 
saved his life.

Almost 10 years later, Baskett takes one pill a day and is thriving.

Choose life every day.
You can’t talk to Baskett without laughing, which is pretty remarkable when the topic is 
lung cancer. But it makes sense when you understand his philosophy of life. Simply put, “I 
choose life every day.”

“Man didn’t give you life. He shouldn’t be able to give you death,” Baskett said, “but you 
can allow him to give you death if you accept it.”

Baskett acknowledged that when first diagnosed, he didn’t really think he’d be around 10 
years later. “But God said, I got it. Leave it with me and go enjoy that breath of life that I 
breathe into your body every day.”

Breathe, because as Baskett said, “It’s going to be a beautiful day.”

5
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Support, Connection & Hope 

n   Expanded our online Lung Cancer Living Room educational and support 
series to include Gathering Hope, a monthly community social hour, and 
Special Editions, sharing urgent topics that engaged, educated and connected 
thousands of people all across the country and globally. 

n   Continued providing education and support through our free educational 
materials, 1‑800 HelpLine, LungMATCH Treatment & Trial Navigation, 
Phone Buddy, and other patient/caregiver facing programs. 

n   Welcomed more than 1,400 individuals in our quickly pivoted virtual events, 
raising $1.4 million to help those vulnerable, at risk, and diagnosed.

n   Engaged more than 150 healthcare facilities in all 50 states and Washington, 
D.C. during our November “Shine A Light on Lung Cancer” program that 
educates, connects and celebrates our community.  
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CommUNity

“It’s an honor to join GO2 and help 

deliver on the impact this organization 

has been making for so many years. 

I’m excited to see how we can grow our 

reach in the near future.”

Joelle Fathi DNP, RN, ARNP, CTTS,  

chief Healthcare delivery officer, Go2 foundation

Access to Care 

n   Improved access to high quality lung cancer screening and care through  
our growing Centers of Excellence (COE) with now almost 900 primarily 
community‑based medical facilities, including Veterans Medical Centers  
in 47 states and the District of Columbia.  

n   Conducted our virtual COE summit with 400 medical providers, partners,  
and patients to support life‑saving screening and care in local communities  
across the country where the majority of people get their care. 

n   Increased our capacity to deliver life‑saving programs with the hiring of   
Joelle Fathi DNP, RN, ARNP, CTTS as our Chief Healthcare Delivery Officer.  
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researcH

Innovative Research 

n   Launched our Small Cell Lung Cancer Initiative, providing new resources for 
those diagnosed and their families. 

n   Launched STRIDES to improve clinical trial recruitment in Black populations 
in the rural south.

n   Launched Epidemiology of Young Lung Cancer, a decentralized direct‑to‑
patient study to understand why young people with no known risk factors are 
increasingly diagnosed. 

n   Launched the expanded and improved Global Lung Cancer Registry to 
further advance lung cancer research by uncovering hidden connections 
among people with lung cancer around the world. The registry securely 
gathers patient information from across the globe to identify trends leading 
to new and better treatments, side effect management, and quality of life 
improvements. Over the next year, the registry will be available in English, 
Spanish, simplified Chinese, German, and French. 

Lung CanCer

VoiCes summit

may 16-17, 2022   Washington, DC
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detection and treatment

Health Policy 

n   Hosted 360 advocates at our annual virtual Voices Summit, with over 160 
meetings with Senate and Representative Offices to protect and expand 
federal lung cancer research funding. 

n   Continued leading advocacy efforts to expand screening coverage to a 
younger population (50 instead of 55) with a lower smoking history (20 
pack years instead of 30). 

n   Continued advocating for legislative policies at the state level to increase 
and improve access to comprehensive biomarker testing to guide best 
treatment decisions. 

n   Advocated for another $20 million in the FY22 Defense Appropriations 
bill for the Lung Cancer Research Program within the Congressionally 
Directed Medical Research Program. 

n   Advocated for increases in the Labor, Health and Human Services 
Education and Related Agencies spending bill for the National Institute of 
Health (NIH) in FY 2022. In addition, we supported the investment for 
the proposed Advanced Research Projects Agency for Health, which will 
supplement and not subtract from existing NIH research budget. 

Lung CanCer

VoiCes summit

may 16-17, 2022   Washington, DC
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2020 Go2 foundation annuaL report
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HOW YOUR DOLLARS WERE SPENT
YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS

52 % Corporations & Sponsorships

40 % Individuals & Foundations

5% Special Events

3 % Miscellaneous & Donated Services 

PROGRAMS

31% Science & Research

17 % Education & Awareness  

14 % Excellence in Screening & Care 

12 % Patient & Support Services

7% Government Affairs & Health Policy

SERVICES

8 % Fundraising

6% Management & Finance

5 % Community Engagement

financiaLs

19% 

$ 14,099,860 

$ 11,992,398 

$ 2,107,462   

$ 12,338,530   

$ 14,445,991   

81% 
PROGRAMS 

81% PROGRAMS 

19% SERVICES

INCOME

EXPENSES

CHANGE IN

NET ASSETS

NET ASSETS, 

BEGINNING OF YEAR

NET ASSETS, 

END OF YEAR

SERVICES 

Your Contributions at Work

Over 80% of every dollar donated advanced our  
Patient & Support Services, Science & Research,  
Excellence in Screening & Care, Government  
Affairs & Health Policy, Education & Awareness,  
and Community Engagement programs.

See how your dollars were put to work in  
fiscal year 2021 (January 1 – December 31).  

With so many lives at stake, 

we have a responsibility to 

maximize your donations 

and consistently meet the 

highest standards of transparency and 

accountability. For the 6th year in a row, 

we received the highest rating from the 

leading nonprofit watchdog group, Charity 

Navigator – so you may continue to donate 

with confidence knowing that your support 

will be used efficiently and effectively to 

help save lives.
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board of directors

BOARD CHAIR

Bonnie J. Addario  

Co-Founder,  

san carlos, ca

PRESIDENT AND CHIEF  

EXECuTIVE OFFICER

Laurie Fenton Ambrose

Co-Founder,  

Washington, dc

VICE CHAIR

Adrienne R. Halper 

New york, Ny

SECRETARY

Charles Florsheim 

Fort Worth, tX

TREASuRER

Lisa Poulin 

chesapeake beach, md

David Lefkowitz

New york, Ny

James McCullough

New york, Ny

Vincent A. Miller, MD

West orange, NJ

Andrea Parks

san francisco, ca

Mike Pellini, MD

dana point, ca

Johanna Ralston

London, United Kingdom

Richard Sherlock

major General, united 

states army, retired

Alexandria, VA

2021 Members of the Board of Directors

Our Board of Directors is composed of volunteer leaders committed to helping the 
organization raise awareness for lung cancer, lower stigma, and increase survivorship. We 
are incredibly grateful for their thoughtful and guiding service to this community.
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List of donors

tony and bonnie addario

Lynda allera

Amgen

anonymous (2)

Apollomics

apple matching Gifts program

AstraZeneca

estate of Valerie L. Atikian 

sunitha banda

Bank of America matching  

Gifts program

Barbara picasso Rex Foundation

bryce baumann

baylor scott & White Health

david and sandy berman

Biodesix inc.

biotechnology innovation  

organization

Blueprint medicines

Boehringer ingelheim

david booth

chris brawley

Bright Funds

bristol-myers squibb

bristol-myers squibb foundation

Adam Brown

Jana K. Brownell

michael and illene Bunis

Leah Cabeceiras

sandy cademartori

carlos campoy and ronald de cara

Kevin cannata

Adam Carlton

Lloyd and anna carney

cerity partners

Winston and phyllis chen

city of Hope national medical  

Center

edmund coyne

estate of Linda Crandall 

david culhane

Cure magazine

daiichi sankyo, inc.

Howard deLong

dignity Health, st. Joseph Hospital

direct Line

dreams33 foundation

eisai inc.

eli Lilly and company

Ross ellis

emd serono

charles and shirley faulkner

ann and charles florsheim family 

Foundation 

Alexander Fong

ronnie and stephanie fong

Foundation medicine, inc.

G1 therapeutics

adi and celia Gazdar

the Geaton and Joann decesaris 

family foundation 

mary ellen Geisser

Genentech

Gregg c. Gibson

anthony Giovanzana

Global Liver institute, inc.

clyde and cida Goldbach

Grail

John Greco

Groebner family foundation

Guardant Health

Adrienne Halper

martin Harband

Harmony capitol, LLc

shelley Heeder

Jane and Reed Hilliard

mandie Hiznay

Nick and Linda Hoppe

Houston methodist Hospital

international Association for the 

study of Lung cancer

mari isasi-diaz

Janssen oncology

Jazz pharmaceuticals

paul and sujatha Kalanithi

Kappa Alpha theta - iota Chapter, 

cornell university

Karbelnig family Giving fund

bradley Katz

Kokua Na Lani

Ralph Korpman

steve and arlene Krieger

Joann Landskroener

Khang Le

Lee and carol tager family 

Foundation

david Lefkowitz

John Letzelter

magarray, inc.

eric and susan marandett

melvin i. mark

mas solutions Group, LLc

Supporters

Thank you to each of our donors for your life saving support. We are proud to recognize the 
following individuals whose generosity exceed $2,500.
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List of donors

trupthi R. mathew

matthew Hill Foundation, inc.

donna and Harry b. mcdonald  

Charitable trust 

rosemary mcGarrity

Joan mcKay

md anderson cancer center

medscape

medtronic

memorial Healthcare system

merck

fred and Linda milanovich

Vincent miller

mirati therapeutics

Bob and Lauren monahan

brian and courtney monnich

morgan stanley

morgan stanley smith barney Global 

impact Funding trust, inc

morgan-Loveland interiors, LLc

andrew and mary naegeli

Natera, inc.

national brain tumor society

National Health Council, inc

novartis pharmaceuticals

novocure

oncocyte

sandra pajarillo

nancy pape

parikh and Kotadia family fund

Barbara parkman

pankaj patel

Niteen and Amita patkar

patricia W. Fitzpatrick Fund

maria e. patterson

mike and melina pellini

penn medicine

evelio perez-albuerne

paula c. perry

perry communication Group, inc.

pfizer

pharmaceutical Research and  

manufacturers of America

craig polley

Julie pollitz

paul popeo

Lisa poulin

Bob and eleanor preger

Quality chain corp.

frank and denise Quattrone 

Rachel Quinto

Regeneron pharmaceuticals, inc.

riverain technologies

rodney Wellman memorial fund

Ruth Rubinstein

sanofi Genzyme

mark sawyer

evy schiffman

Kurt schindler

snow family charitable fund

Jeff and Whitney spagnola

bill and paula steele

subterra construction, inc.

John and Junie sullivan

alan swenson

takeda

melissa tearney

todd thomas Foundation

cynthia & George mitchell  

Foundation

de cara-campoy charitable fund at 

our Fund

estee Lauder Companies

Geaton and Joann decesaris family 

Foundation

Gellman family trust

Gordon t. and melissa a. egan  

family foundation

Hershey company matching Gift 

program

Humphrey family trust

Nana Fund

piedemonte Charitable trust

rodgers family foundation

Rogers Foundation

society of thoracic surgeons

trealoff family foundation

thermo fisher scientific, inc.

thynk Health

daniel and Lynne trump

trump, alioto, trump & prescott LLp

david turner

turning point therapeutics, inc.

university of california davis

university of Kentucky

university of Louisville

university of miami sylvester  

comprehensive cancer center

university of pennsylvania Health 

system

university of Wisconsin

university of southern california

Van auken private foundation

Veracyte inc.

stephen Vislocky

Volpara Health

W.f. & marie batton foundation

Webmd

estate of Wilda Webster 

dave Wellman

susan Wellman

Loralee West

melinda Williams and mark Ward

Wilmer Cutler pickering Hale and 

dorr LLp

Karen m. Withrow

timothy Won

betsy Wong

diana Wu

marshall Ziock
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ABoUt

HELPLINE  |  1-800-298-2436 or support@go2foundation.org

BIOmARkER TESTINg & 

CLINICAL TRIAL mATCHINg  |  lungmatch.org

WEBSITE  |  go2foundation.org 

our programs are made possible by the the generous support of people 

like you. to show you support, visit us at go2foundation.org/donate.

 

About GO2 Foundation 

Founded by patients and survivors, GO2 Foundation for Lung Cancer  
transforms survivorship as the world’s leading organization dedicated  
to saving, extending, and improving the lives of those vulnerable, at 
risk, and diagnosed with lung cancer.

GO2 Foundation works to change the reality of living with lung cancer 
by ending stigma, increasing public and private research funding, and  
ensuring access to care. 

Let us help you confront lung cancer. Visit our website or call us 

for support on your lung cancer journey:
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